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INTRODUCTION

The following is a political ovefliew and statement ofgeneral political positions. We have written
these political positions from the perspective of the Armed Front because we feel that such a perspective

is needed in the total revolutionary process for black liberation. We are general in our public statement
because wc are essentially a military and political front, therefore it would not do to speak in any other
terms. for the actions of the armed front will address themselves to the specifics of our peoples national
oppression. We do not wish the ENEMY to gain tactical insight in carrying out his repressive campaigns.
while on the other hand we do desire that the Black Liberation Movement understand the correct role armed
struggle plays in a peoples struggle and how this role is in motion for us here in North America.

The tool of analysis is for us a firrther development of the Historical Materialist method, the
dialectical method. We will not even waste our time debating the values of Marxism \rith those who are
emotionllly hung up on white people, hung up to the point of ideological blindness. We understand the
process of revolution, and fundamcntal to this understanding is this fact: Marxism is developed to a higher
level whcn it is scientifically adaptcd to a peoples unique national condition, becoming a new ideology
altogether. Thus wais the case in China, Gueina Bissau, Vietnam, North Korea, the Peoples Republic of the
Congo and many other Socialist nations. For Black people here in Notth America our struggle is not only
unique- but it is the most sophisticated and advanced oppression of a racial national minority in the whole
world. We are the true 20th century slaves, and the use of the dialectical method, class st Cgle and national
libemtion. will find its highest development as a rcsult of us. This dialectic holds true not only for Ma ism,
but for revolutionary nationalism as well, it holds true for concepts of rcvolutionary Pan-Africanism, it is
true of the theorctical basis in developing revolutionary Black culture. All of these ideological trends will
find their hi€hest expression as a result of our advanced oppression. Yet, we must be ever mindful that the
same objective process is true for reactionary refinement as a result of our struggle. This is the unity of
opposites in strug8le with each other. To defeat our enemy and render his rcactionary allies impotent we
must have a truly revolutionary perspective informed by concepts of rcvolutionary class struggle, a movement
without such a pempective will fail to defeat our common oppressor. We are not afraid of white people
controlling our movement, for our formations, guns, and ideas are built with our own hands, efforts and
blood- With this in mind we address ourselves to the Black Liberation struggle, its activist elements and
organizations. Our call is for UNITY, for a NATIONAL BLACK LIBERATION FRONT. We must build
to win!

NYURBA
BLACK LIBERATION ARMY
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This crisis ofCapitalism is of a protracted nature, by this we mean it is a long process of deteriofttion
that is spread over a considerable length of time. The seeming material wealth which we see all around us in
no way contradict this fact of decay. deterioration or the fact of crisis. In fact, overproduction and unevcn
dislribution have lcd time and tine 6gain to a bloated market. cutbaoks jn employment. and all the attendant
ills of !n cconorry bascd oD privatc owncrship of socially produ€ed commodities. Inflation, soaring prices.
and i adequatr wages irre all symptoms of an economy that is based primarily on class exploitation at hom€
nd nxtional domination of the Third World's rcsources abroad.

The heightening of oppressed peoples struggles abroad have added to the crisis of the entire
wcstern world.a d threatcn to cut drastically its essential resources. We realize that the chiefeconomical
and militury power in the westcrn world and its ruling class. namely the United States of North Amedca
and ils corporate-financial ruling circles, will never allow the demise of its empire without a desperate
fi8ht. We. as blacks in North America must realize, that to seek inclusion into the prevailing socio-economic
systent is suicide iD the long run, for the prevailing system cannot withstand the irresistable world trcnd of
history whioh is opposcd to continued U.S. exploitation, mcist domination and subjugation. To fool our-
sclves into believirg that "equal opportunity", "justice", and social equality is the same as the capitalist
system is a grave mistake with genocidal implications for evcry person of color. Our first obligation is to
ourselvcs. this means our first obligation is to secure our total liberation from those lbrces that maintain
our oppressive condition. Related to this self-obligatior (not distinct from it) is our obligation to all
oppressed peoples throughout the world, for in stiving to liberate oumelves we must abolish a system that
enslaves others throughout the world. This. in essence, is our historical duty. we can either carry it out or
bctray it, but we most certainly will be judged accordingly by the world's peoples.

The B.L.A. as a result of realizing the economical nature of the system under which we are forced
to livc maintains the following principles:

l. That we are anticapitalist. anti-imperialist. anti-racist and anti-sexist.

l. That we must of necessity strive for the abolishment of these systems and for the
irlstitution of Socialistic rciationships in which Black people have total and absolute
contr(, over their own destiny as a people.

3. That in order to abolish our system of oppression we must utilize the science ol
class struggle. develop this science as it relates to our unique national condition.

( ii)

We will start with the basic fact that Capitalism and lmperialism as an economical system is in a
decp crisis it home and abroad. The basis of this crisis is, of course, the cxploitive relationships that
crpital must maintain in order to function. It js these economic. social and political relationships that
signal Ihe eventual doom of out oppressors and this system of oppression under which we all live.
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VIEW FROM THE ARMED I.'RONT

The Dialectic of Revolutionary VioleDcc Law and Reformism

Our recognition of the economical contradictions of capital in no way obscures the social and
political realities that rlow confront us and our struggle for Black Libemtion. To the contrary, it enhances

and deepens our perspective and clarifies the dialectical role of armed struggle in our liberation process.

We have begun to recognize and analyze those forces in a modern technologically advanced society
that set our particular struggle apart from other Third World peoples struggles, as well as the common
lactors all oppressed peoples share as a result of U.S. and western imperialism. One such factor that sets

our struggle apart from other struggles is the profound influence of organized technology on our conscious_

ncss, social rclationships and behavior. People who live in the technologically advanced societies of the wcst

have been programmed to perceive their needs as being one in the same as the technology that crcated these

artiticial needs. Because the masses of working people do not control this technology it has been consistently
u*-d to manipulate their whole lives. We are told what to buy, what to eat, whom to hate, and what to love
t)y rulcrs and controlle$ oI an exploitive system. Technology in the context of Caplitalism is the ultimatc
nlcans by which the masses are programmed out of the need for rcal frcedom. A whole social value system

has evolved to support the dependence on cotporate-state technological control. We no longer know what
lreedom is what self determination is. We perceive the value of competition as being in the natural order
of human rclationships. instead of contrary to the fact that man is a social animal more attuned to co-operation
than competition. We must create in the cou$e of destroying our system of oppression, whole new value
concepts. concepts that exist in dialectical opposition to the values that buttress our oppression even more
than this. we must create a new nced within ourselves for freedom, so that we can hamess technology in our
bchalf. As it stands now, Black pcople cannot even conceive of real freedom, we are afraid of real liberation
because we have been programmed to be afraid by racist class oppression. Technology has immensely aided
in reinforcing our fear of the dominant ruling circles. We must brcak this social psychosis.

The B.L.A. has undertaken armed struggle as a means by which the social psychosis of fear, awe,
and love of everything white people define as being of value, is purged from our peoples minds. Our historical
expcrience in North America has shown us that we as a people have always suffered while the racist rulirlg
circles have never suffered. We have seen throughout our history, pain, blood, rape, exploitation. poverty,
our families torn asunder by a cruel and brutal culture, our youth murdered and socially crippled, oul women
dcgraded. our lives ever at the mercy of the cold American dream machine. We realize that the results of this
historical experience has caused black people to fear Americas capacity for racist violcnce, and on the other
hand, has reinfo.ced the racist ruling circles in their attitudes of arrogance and confidence. The fact that the
majority of whites who are equally oppressed and exploited do not really understand who their real enemy
is. does not deter us from doing what must be done to break nol only cur peoples mental chains, but theirs
as well. We therefore. will illustrate in the only terms that the ruling classes understand, the terms of blood

lheir blood. America must learn that black people are not the eternal suffercrs, the universal prisoners,

the only ones who can feel paio. Revolutionary violence is, therefore, not a tactic of strugcle, but a strategy.
A Strategy designed to drive the capitalist system further into c sis, while at the same time forcing all those
responsible for oppression to realize that they too can bleed, they too can feel our pain. Only when this is
realized, will any just and equal decisions be made, will we be conceded our ght to self determination. As
it stands now, the powerful do not believe they can hurt and therefore, find concession to our demands for
libcration ridiculous. Our social/psychotic fear of the racists ruling circles must be purged also, and only by
developing our capacity to fight our enemy will this unreasonable and reactionary fear be i(adicated from
our social psyche. Revolutionary violence is not so much a self cleansing prccess as it is a necessary ingtedient
iD creatinS a psychological frame of mind amongst thc ruling classes that ou! liberation must be granted.

We must cladfy revolutionary violence in relationship to our actual condition, because many of our
people believe in the "law", or at least the existing code of law of our oppressor- Most people do not see

thc real rclationship between the development of western law and the development of western capitalism.
thcrcfore, these peoplc cannot deal with the reality of injustice as being an integral part of the prevailing

systcm. Not a fcw people misunderstand the objective class funotion of thc courts, the police, and various
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rElat d institutions in maintaining the illusion ofNorth American democracy.

In a society such as exists herc today, law is never impartial, never divorced from the economical
rElationships that brought it about. History clearly shows that in the course of the development of modern
$este-r society, the code of law is the code of the dominant and most powerful class, made into laws for
ereryone. lt is implemented by establishing "special" armed organs, that are obliged to enforce the prevailing

class laws. In this historical period of human social development such is the objective function of "law".
Under such conditions of the most powerful economic and political classes. But, what about the law in a

democracy. especially one that claims that all its citizens can elect dle rcpresentatives who in turn can
create new laws? First of all such a democracy does not exist in North America, bourgeoise democracy is
cssentially the dictatorship of what used to be termed lhe "national bourgeoise". There arc a combination
of reasons as to why this form of dem6cracy as such is merely a means of political control that evinces a

design to subjugate its people, all of these reasons flow from the necessity to maintain exploitive capitalist
relationships. Thus, thc influence of corporate wealth on the politics of bourgeois democracy is merely an

cxteusion of private property's traditional influence and control of the so-called democratic process. The
Constant co-optation by ruling classes of the masses of working peoples. coupled with their complete control
of technology and information, rcnders the so-called democratic process null and void. To a Sreater degree

all social and political institutions in a class society arc reflections of the class organization of that society of
the rellection of a given technological-economical araangement and its supporting value system. The political
orgauization of the most powerful classes or economic groups in a class society has to be, and is, the control by
thesc classcs over the cntire society and its political system. We have found the democratic process under
capitalism to be merely a means by which capital controls the masses. It is a means of mass diversion, designed

to keep the powerless classes politically impotent while at the same tim6 fostering the illusion that real power
can be gained through the electoml process. Black People should know better. [n a nation based on the false
principle of majority rule we are a marginal minority and therefore our right to self-determination cannot be

won in the arena of otrr oppressor.

The rejection of rcformism however, is much deeper than the above rcasons. For if reformism isa
rcjection of any meaningful change, it is also a rejection ofrevolutionary violence, and therefore reformism
is a functional ignorance of the dynamics of Black liberation. This is because the character of reformism is

based on unprincipled class collaboration with our enemy. The ideals of class collaboration do not stand in
opposition to our peoples oppression, but instead consistently seeks to rcform the opprcssive system. Reform
of the oppressive system can never benefit its victims. in the final analysis the system of oppression was created
to insure the rule of particular racist classes and sanctify their capital. To seek reform therefore inevitably
leads to. or begins with. the recognition of the laws of our oppressor as being valid.

Those within the movement who condemn the revolutionary violence of anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist,
and revolutionary Black nationalist gxoups are in essence weakening themselves. These fools do not under-
stand the inter-active need for revolutionary violence with other forms of struggle, and because they do not
understand the real dynamics involved they seriously inhibit the development of the liberation movement as

a whole. . .These reformists in liberationist garb should understand that unless the movement cultivates its
capacity to fight the enemy on all fronts, no front will secure any real victories. It is abysmal ignomnce that
imagines our oppression in any other terms than undeclarcd war.

How will the movement as a whole be able to fight the oppressrrr in the futurc when all other "legal"
methods are completely exhausted? How will we implement political struggle without the machinery and
capacity for revolutionary violence when it is abundantly clear that our opprcssor maintains armed or€ans
of violence for the enforcement ofhis rule? We as a movement will be unable to fight in the future if we do
not develop the capacity for rcvolutionary violence in the present. But revolutionary violence is not an
illternative to mass movement and organization, it is complementary to mass struggle, it is another front in
dle total liberation process. Those who put the question of revolutionary violence in "altemative" terms
I.c guilty of crippled politics at best or reactionary politics at worst. Those involved in the total revolutionary
|rocoss. yet claim not to "endorse" revolutionary violence when it occun, are attempting to "legitimize"
tlleir cxistence at the expense of the entile struggle. The only "legitimacy" these people can possibly be
sccking in such cases is bourgeoise legitimacy. These type people further confuse the masses, for rcvolutionary
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violence is not clarilled and extended in order to undermine the psychological dependence black people
still have on racist reactionary "legality". This is the vilest of sins, one lbr which everyone will pay during
hejghtened rcpression.

We therefore do not view the "law" of our class enemies as valid, nor do we feel restricted in struggle
to his laws. On the other hand, we understand the "tactical" value of using the law and consequently we
understand thc tactical value of reform in the liberation process. For example, school takeovers by community
parents, rent strikes by tenants, labor uniorl takeovers by dissident membels, etc.;utilizing their systems and
built-in safegulrds to obtain certain goals that place the enemy at a temporary disadvantage. But we maintain
there is only tactical value to rcform when there exists other forms ofrcvolutionary strugSle against the whole
of the capitalist structurc. Reform as such is inherently reactionary and perpetuatcs psycholcgical dependellce
on the enemy. while confusing thc true class contradictions between oumelves and the enemy. Considering
these fictors, we maintain that reform can never be anything more than a tactic, never a complete strategy,
never oflering in itself any revolutionary change. While it may offer the Black bourgeoise rewards, it can
nevcr be the road to sell-determination for tlle entirc black populace.

We also strongly condemn those who claim to be progressive, yet depreciate revolutionary violence of
an oppressed peoples in their struggle for liberation. Therc can be no conditions on our fight for frcedom
except those set by the opprcssed themselves. Ihose who claim that revolutionary violence gives the enerr,y
the opportunity to repress the movement in general are profoundly mistaken if they think the reactionary
government needs such excuses for repression, or that the government does not recognize the real danger
in allowing a movement to develop the iull blown capacity to wage armed sturggle. The B.L.A. has unde aken
the task of buildingjust such a capacity, along with other comrades on the clandestine level. . .



\\HY BUILD THE ARMED FRONT

we have chosen to build the armed front, the ubran guerilla front, not as an altemative to orgEnizing
mass€s of Black people. but because the liberation movement as a whole must prepare armed formations at
each stage in its strLrggle. A tailure to build these armed formations can be fatal to both the struggle and Black
people.

Our ultimate or strategic goal at this point in creating the apparatus of revolutionary violence is to
weaken the encmy capitalist state, creating at the same time objective-subjective conditions thaf are ripe for the
formation of a National Black Liberalion Front composed of many progressive. revolutionary, and nationalist
groupings. and in this same process create thc nucleus of the armed clandestine organs which such a front would
need in ordcr to cary out its political tasks. These are the broad ,easons for our devotion to armed strugglc.
The fact that no such national united front exists now, in no way precludes the fact that the creation of one

will become necessary in the future (as the contradictions of capitalist society increase reprcssion, mcism aDd

social deterioration). We arc of the opinion that subjective conditions are not ripe for such unity.

Because of objective conditions, namely, enemy activity and the relative low degree of unity within the
black strugSle. we have decided to build the apparatus separate and distinct (organizationally) from all othcr
mass typc Broups. This is a tactical necessity, but this tactical necessity does not contradict our strategic call
for all groups in the Black Liberation movemcnt to form a national united front, with the principle of armcd
action as ore of many "legitimate" forms of l)olitical policy.

At present the contradictions that any B.L.A. activities may caure are not to be avoidcd. Evcry
progressive should welcome the exposure and development of contradictions, for it is through the developnlent
of contradiclions that we will all move forward. Every brother, every sister on the side of Iibemtion should
and must support the struggle on all fronts, and clarify to our people the acts of revolutionary violence
committed against our common oppressors cnd class enemies of all colors. This means that revolutionary
violence must be supported by those i,l the movement on all levels. While such support will be difficult at
first. objective conditions and time will remove much of this difficulty which is primarily ideological
myopia to begin with. We know from experience that because of the clIlss nature of our struggle and its
racist aspect. many ol our actions may very well be tactical actions or a purely military-psychological nature.
and because of this clear political support may seem quite difficult. Nonetheless we intend to cla fy all acts '
of revolutionary violence and accept responsibility for these acts. The important factor, however, is that the
progressive movement, the liberation movement. and comrades on all levels of struggle understand that failure
to support the armed urban guerilla front (materially, politically) is a failure to support the mass front, is a
failure to support the "legal" thrusts of our struggle in "civil dghts", and in the final analysis, an abdication
of responsibility. Cowardice can be understood, but not opportunism and an abdication of commitment to
our total liberation.
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Our recognition of the class nature of our struggle has led us to certain objective conclusions whjch
have been borne out by actual conditions. We have for some time now observed how the influence ofcertain
class values determine how one acts or rcacts in society. We have obsened the class diffe.ences among the
majority white population in the United States, and the reflection of these diflerences among black people.
As we have said yea$ before this, the class differences among black people are differences in consciousnesst
attitudes, and behavior, but unlike these same class differences among whites, economic status or economic
position is not the major determinant. The overwhelming majority of blacks (with the exception of very few)
are essentially in the same economic class, and suffer essentially the same relationship to the productive forces
of capital.

Despite this fact however, the differences in consciousness and in attitudes are real, and therefore
mlrst be dealt widl as if these attitudes \rere economic class distinctions. The rcality of our people tells us
that not only are there black enemies of black people, but that these black enemies are first and foremost
class enemies of our struggle for libemtion. It is their class values. ideas, and class ideals that make them what
thcy are, coupled with the lact that they are black, or of a so called "sub-culture". When this factor of culture
is considered in proper pe$pective. we find that these enemies in black fact can hide among us, spreading
their various reactionary liberal philosophies of gradualism, black capitalism. "integration". cultural nationaiism,
relbrmism. etc.

The reason why these black class enemies find acceptance are many. The first and foremost reason is
our unique social psychology, or our emotional rcsponse to racism. Thi!.acist reflex has primed us to think
in lerms of color first (iust as it has prog.rammed whites to view color as a determinant factor) and when such
thinkiig becomes culturally typical of us. we are vulnerable to class infiltration by black enemies of our
struggle. We tend to blame the color and not the class values of our oppressor whei we are betrayed or
exploited by one of our own people. Thus when a black person betrays or hurts us we say, "niggahs ain't
shit". (this also indicates self-hatrcd and/or self-pity), instead. what we should say is that "certain classes of
niggahs ain't shit".

Why should we have such a class perspective, and maintain class vigilance for ruling ciass lackeys?
Thc lirst reason is that in a class society such as the one that we suffer under, every brand of thought, every
form of behavior, arc stamped with the mark of a paticular class. This has deep meaning for us, for the
dominant classes in this country are white and their culture racist. We as blacks reflect in our thillking the
values. and ideas of these dominant classes, as well as the defensive response to their social-cultural racism
manifested in thcir system ofrule. For these rcasons we are vulne.able, we can easily be misled, abused
and misused. We become easy targets for the racist ploys of our collective enemy. The enemy can use skin
color to confuse us into thinking that if we attack another black we arc necessarily attacking ourselves, when
it may very well be the other way around we are attacking him! It is to our advantage to have a clear principled
class view. It is to the opprcssors disadvantage if we are principled class conscious individuals, opposed to
unprincipled class coliaboration.

If we look at most of the organizations on the scene today, and their philosophies, leade$hip,
and methods of struggle, we will see the reflectjon of certain class ideals, jdeas and values. Overwhelmingly
thesc groups each reflect the goals of a particular class of black folks. Without a revolutionary class perspeative
we who are striving to acquire total emancipation frcm the forces which enslave the whole of our people, will
be unable to distinguish true lriends from true enemies, those who are confused from those who are conscious
tools of the opprcssor, and we will not be able to win potential allies.

This brings us to the dialectical role of culture, for if we unde$tand that as members of a class
society (or victims) we ali arc influenced by the class perspectives of that society, and for black people this
melns the values, standards, etc., of the dominant racist classes, then we must undemtand the tool by which
wc are programmed into these perspectives of class. Culture is the tool. We view culture as the means by
which a dominant class programs the whole ofsociety into that classes ideals, values, and standards, thereby
perpetuating its dominance.

(s)
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Tllis objective class function of "culture" should not lead us to the incorect conclusion that if we

iJopt a "cultural" orientation in our fight for liberation that su;h would be sufficient. This is the essential
lie\. oi the cultural nationalists who orient all around culture, such a view is incorect. For it does nol deal
lriIh the economic, class, and psychological basis of the struggle between two opposing cultural entities.
The dominant reactionary culturc must be destroyed before any revolutionary culture can truly manifest
its.lf. In other words, it is in the active struggle of the two that the seeds of a revolutionary culture are
lrid. Not in the passive creation of an alterrlative "culture". Such could only be an altemative lile style,
rllo$,ed to exist at the will of the dominant capitalist culture. In this sense cultural nationalism is bourBeois
nationalism because it does not propose the abolishment of the capitalist system and culture.

In dealing with the objective function of culture then. we understand its social role in maintaining
ccrtain class relationships. A racist culture does this and more. A racist culture programs not only the
mcmbers of the dominant racial Sroup into class ideals, standards, and values, but it also psychologically
crcates the necessary racist attitudes needed to maintain these class pempectives as a whole) 4gainst the
largets of that mcism. Thus thc feelings of superiority, fear ol blacks, and hostility toward the strivings
of black people (and all third-world peoples in general) is deeply ingrained into the white psyche along with
the class phobias and standards. Even more than this, the victims of the racist culture are programmed into
leelings oI sclfhatred, inferiority, and impotency. Very ofte11 this creates a mental social state that views the
ptevailing system as eternal and everlasting. Coupled with the class values of the dominant culture, black
folks are constantly torn between wanting what the oppressor defines as desirable, and the inability to get it.
Or to gct it and then realize that it was only a hoax, he is still as black as ever. All of this is crippling for the
oppressed black man, for it ties his brain irrevocably to his oppressor fo, salvation. often leading to the
clownish pursuit ofall that is defined as "good" by his standards.

ln order to brcak these psychological-class chains of 20th century enslavement, we must build a
revolutionary culture. A culture that not only programs our minds out of opprcssion, but at the same time
impcls us against the enemy classes and culture. The B.L.A. contribution in building such a culture will be
to st ve to crcate an armed tradition of resistance to our oppression, and to create a socia-psychological
liame of mind on both oppressed and oppressor alike that will lead to our eventual self-determination as a
people.

Wc therefore make few distinctions based on the color of our enemies. The same treatment will be
mcted out to white ruling class cnemies and their lackeys as will be meted out to black bootlicke$ and black
clilss enemics of our struggle. Our only consideration is that our armed formations and leadership are of our
own peoplc.
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DESTRUCTIVE SUB{ULTURE CRIME AND PRISON

The Blacl. communities of the United States are the tragic rcsults ol class/race subjugation. an

oppressive situalion created and exploited by the dch white capitalist class of this corrupt country, and
systcmatically pcrpctuated aDd reiniorced through theirva ous institutions. The wretched conditions
that arc inherent within these ghettos continue to exist not because there are no means of erasing them,
but rathcr becausc they have proven profitable to the class that created them.

The ruling class of the racist descendants of the chattel slave holders. They have amassed a vast
portion ol the world's wealth through thcir rapacious practice of profiting off the misery and discomfort
of humanity in Sencral. and Third World people in particular. They use this enormous concentration of
wealth to buy. bribe, steal. inlluence, murder, enslave, blackmail, control, and rcpress any nation, organi
zation, group, or individual that would speak out against, or offer any serious opposition to thet self-imposed
right to power.

In order to maintain thc present mis-arrangement. the social imbalances, the bour8eois class cortinues
to use repressive tactics in various forms. The effects of this rcpression becomes clearly evident upolr exam-
ination of the destructive sub-culture (the black community) born out of American politics.

This sub-culture materialized out of the need ofBlack folks for security and a sense of belonging
thrt had been denied them since theil arival in this countryl an attempt by the rejected and dispossessed

a totally de-culturalized people-to integrate bourgeois society by imitating the life-style, and adopting
the value system of their oppressors.

The destructive nature of this sub-culture manifests itself in the living reality of Black folks attitudinal
and philosophical outlook on life. The self-preserving quality of unity is almost totally absent in the black
communily. In its place there is an unhealthy atmosphere of individuality which is detrimental, and incon-
sistant with the needs of our people: for it is precisely this thinking that has kept us divided and un-organized
for so long.

It would seem that brothers and sisters would recognize the fact that by accepting and perpetuating
the values of the class that oppresses us, that they are only aiding in their own genocide. They have all the
physical evidence necessary to prove that the values that they now cherish so dearly are not complimcntary
to their best intercsts.

ln our community we continuously come face-to-face with the reality of our situation: The delapi-
dated. fire-hazard tenements: the black mother with her un-fed child: the brother overdoses from the C.l.A.'s
right to free enterprisei the sister that sells herself to an abominable pleasure-seeking fool; the un-employed/
unskilled/mis€ducated remains of a once beautiful people.

It's sickening to listen to "negrows" talk about how much profit they\e made from selling dope
and pimping sistersiabout the brand-name automobile they're driving, while their children are starving because
they havc ceased to be meni or to hear some bad-talking, chicken-hearted punk describe how he has ripped
off some Ioor Black's life savings because he does not have the courage to take it from the criminals who
opprcss us.

We can't aflbrd to continue as we have for the past one hundred years if we expect to ever be in the
position to detemine the quality of our own lives, and more important, the lives of our children. Already
the influcnce of the negative images projected by some Black folks have filtercd down to our offspring. In
their attempts to emulate their elders, BIack kids are beginning to take on the psychological posture of the
street wise. They are being taught (through words and action) that the only way to get ahead in this world
is to "get the money" and "go for selfl'. Such values are mere reflections ofa potentially d€structive sub-
culture orSanized within the social ordcr of a modern technological society. What we must understand is
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ahe insaitutional process that is constantly at work in our daily lives. Only with such an understanding can
Ee r^Lsin ao make the struggle for liberation a part of our peoples everyday life, uniting the large objective
>aruggle for iiberrtioD with our peoples subjective struggle, and make them one continuolrs movement.

Every institution in this racist class society serves the intended or unintended purpose of maintaining
Ihc attitudes- mores, and rclationships of our destructive sub-culture. Welfare, housing agencies, systems
prcgrams. courts. prisons and countless other ruling class institutions reinforce negative relationships among
blacks- Our rclationship and dependence on these enemy institutions;s total, and only with their collapse
crn lruc nhernltivc illstitutions prosper, but the process must begin now. We must not only build alternative
iocii . economic. and political irstitntions, but we must intentionally sabotage, overload, and destroy
.,\isling ruiing class institutions in the process.

Part of our socialization process is the reality of prison and "odme". Crime in a capitalist society has
r clxss basis. and is punished in accordance with this class basis. The whole of capitalist society is predjcated
upoD exploitive relations. xnd thus lower class crime is a reflection of ruling class c minal values and pmctices.
In the black commuDity the average inmate is exposed to, and prcyed upon by these very criminal values. We
knock each other in the head, rob each other, burglarize each other's apartments, sell dope as a means of
"getting ovcr" because we each want what the system of capital has defined as being of value, but has forbidden
us to acquirc in "lcgitimate" fashion. In a society that views a persons material things as determining his worth,
we are the most hungry to be of "worth", crime is essentially illegitimate capitalism in such an arrangement.
We arc socializcd into this distorted existence and can hardly see the root causes that make our community
havens lor dope sellcrs. mack men, and hustlers.

The rc.llity of the Black experience in America has not only socialized us into living illegitimate lives
(in terms of capitalist Iaw) but it has programmed us to expect and look to the very institutions that created
fhis socialization in the first place, for solutions to our plight. We ask for more police in our community, when
it is the police that serve a reprcssive role in maintaining our oppression. We condone and glorify traitors and
snitches. when in the flrture our very survival will depend on ideals contrary to such vile acts. We ask for
stilfcrjail sentences for those convicted as "criminals" when it is prisons that help maintain destructive social
rel tions in our community. The fact that all of America is a prison escapes us. This reality has enabled black
folk to adapt so readily to the transition ftom "street life" to life behind the walls. There is a dialectical
an.l fundamental relationship between the iwo that reinforces the destructjve aspect of black social
relationships.

'Ihc weakening of the Black family, the socialization of exploitive male-female rclationships, the basic
fabric thnt supports cultural genocide can all be found in the social role that prisons and cdme play in a

destructive sub-culture. Hardly a black family, hardly a black person is without at least one relative or friend
behind prison walls, or know of someone in human cold storage. Our social acceptance of this cold fact is in
rcality our cultural response to the effect of powerlessness as a people. We must begin to determine our lives
by creating community institutions of revolutionary justice outside the structure of capitalist law. This means
we must create armed political organs in our community to enforce our community interest, and cteate new
values based on our peoples social interest. It will not do to forego this vital aspect of our struggle, we must
build it now.

Why is the construction and maintenance of community based political armed cadres necessary?
Because the enforcement of revolutionary justice in our communities is first a political question that cannot
be answered by the existing opprcssive system, but outside its control. Secondly, the very nature of co uption,
crime in our communities. the negative class role of the courts, prisons, and other related institutions, must
be combated with enforcement of our own lasw, laws beneficial to our people and our struggle for liberation.
Thirdly. if we construct our own agcncies ofrevolutionary justice, arm them and politicize their ranks, we
are creating the necessary machinery of survival, while actively repressing those values and elements in our
community that prcy on our people. Finally, we should realize that until our powerless, poor, and uncon-
scious peoplc can call someone else other than the oppressom storm troopem for protection, we are ineffective
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as a revolutionary movenrent.

Complementary to creating our own social foace of "law" enforcement is the struggle to take over,
dismantle. and weaken the oppressors police apparatus in our community. This apparatus must be neutralized
at the same time that our own apparatus is being built. The two are dialectically opposed to each other, yet
there is a complementary aspect. Community control of police, residence of the police in the community
in *hich they work are all refoam issues that tactically are complementary to building our own system of
community revolutionary justice. These relorm issues should be the continued target of the mass front,
while the creation of community-based armed cadrcs for the enforcement of revolutionary justice is the
proper province of clandestine activity.

We maintain that in the social revolution for black liberation, it is a principled necessity that any
creation of a national Black front must first and forcmost deal with the social effects of a destructive sub-
culture by creating and dirccting a system of revolutionary justice that will protect and defend our people
agaiNt reactionary behavior. This is the social aspect of Black Liberation for the immediate luture.
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LEADERSHIP OF' THE STRUGCLE

It ir important that the leadership ofour struggle come from among our own people, just as it is
cruciel that we build the necessary machirrery that will develop this leadership. The problem of leadership
has ahrays been a vexing one for black people. We must break with the old style of leadership forced upon
us by the prevailing class standards or we will lail in our struggle. Nonetheless, leadership is important,
e$ecially to black people, and without it we will never triumph in our struggle.

It is past time that black intellectuals, professionals, and so called black schola6 assumed a more
active role in the leadership of the liberatio. struEgle. instead of laying back theodzing and writing essays

in a vacuum. or in various black bourgeosie publications.

We realize that many of our black scholars have their minds in pawn to the ruling class, we are not
primarily addressing ourselves to these particular individuals, but to those brothers and sisters who have a
relatively high level of awarencss (political) and to those black intellectuals who arc anti-imperialist, anti-
capitalist. and pro-black liberation. lt is these black intellectuals who must assume new positions of leader-
ship in our strulgle by helping to build the necessary revolutionary apparatus that v/ill forge our total
liberation.

On the armed front it is thesc intellectuals wlto must become the political leadership and work in
creating a far reaching and effective apparatus. Our struggle for black liberation is a revolutionary struggle,
lbr it implies the transformation of the whole of Amedcan society if it is to succeed, and black intellectuals
have a clear obligation to this process. We have seen how the capitalist state uses its intellectuals and
instjtutions of "higher education" in order to continue its exploitive policies, and we as a people must utilize
our professionals and intellectuals in the total process of liberation and destruction of capitalistic society.
Our principlcd call for a national Black revolutionary front will never become a reality without such leader-
ship of Black intellectuals with concrete and clear revolutionary politics. The B.L.A. will never subordinate,
itself to such a front unl€ss leadership of this caliber is evident. Our intellectuals must make a firm commit-
ment to improving the quality of our struggle on all fronts, military, mass front, electoral politics, legal
front, etc. For us the creation of a revolutionary front and its military arm are worthy tasks for our iDteli-
ectuals to pu$ue in the rcvolutionaly process. There can be no struggle without sacrifice, and our black
intellectuals must begin to apply this principle to themselves as well as others.

It is clear to us that the so-called lumpen class cannot carry our liberation struggle forward on its
own. This is because of their class nature: undisciplined, dogmatic, and easily prone to diversion. This
class however will supply some of the most dedicated comrades to the struggle. But we must clarify our
view of the lumpen clais as a whole. The traditional concept of lumpen as a category of the lowest social
strata in an industrialized society, unemployed, etc., is a description that fits not only brothe$ and sisters
that hang out in the street all day long and suflive in that fashion, but it also fits a great segment of black
people who are marginally employed and who for various socio-economical reasons think essentially the
same as the classical "lumpen". Thercfore, we must make a clear distinction between the economic defi-
nition of lumpen (the relationship of that class to the means of production) and the attitudinal, behavioral
definition which can readily apply to a larger proportion of our people. Whcn we use the term lumpen we
are using the broad definition-

Thc unemployment mte among black people is a little over twice that of the white population,
placing it roughly at 20%. This to us is still a conservative estimate. But if we consider the population
ratio of blacks to whites. such a high rate of unemployment represents a considerable number of the total
amount of black people. Therefore, in strictly social terms, the lumpen class represents a very large segment
of the black population, a segrnent who in our estimation will be the fitst to grasp the rcalities oI capitalist
repression. This as it may be. we still realize the limitations of this class in moving our struggle forward, their
class tendencies make them ideal targets of the enemy, as agents. infiltrators as well as some of these same
tendencies contribute to making the lumpen class staunch comrades in struggle. When we realize the real
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The black bourgeoisie (from which most black intellectuals, professionals come) cannot by
themselves lead our struggle. not because they arc incapable of leadership but because their class naturc
is more reactionary than revolutionary. The tendency to vacillate, compromise with the ruling class
enemy. opportunism! and lack of commitment to any revolutionary principles are typical traits of this
class. It is from this class that th(, cnemy has drawn the majority of so called "endorsed" spokesmen, and
it is this class from which the majority of poverty pimps spring forth.

But this class can supply the movement with some dynamic leade$hip as well as devoted comrades.
Those truly progressive elemcnts of the black bourgeoisie that can be won over to the side of the liberation
struggle should be focused on by the movement and principly dealt with. The failure of the libemtion
movement to put the black bourgeoisie principly against the wall is inexcusable. For if people are to under-
stand the impotency of our bouryeoisie, its opportunism, and the roie they are made to play in maintaining
our collective oppression, the movement as a whole must create conditions that will lead to such an
understanding.

Wc have witnessed thc ruling class crisis of watcrgate, and the division it has caused within the ruling
circles. This division was essentially based on repairinS the body politic of capitalist rule- The "crisis of
confidence in government" was a crisis for the ruling economical circles, for they had to not only restore
"faith" ill their system of rule. (political system) but they also had to find a political front man upon which
they all could agree, and in whom the masses would have some degree of confidence. Yet the revelations
of watergate (which were essentially of a political nature dealing with the ruling class parties) had profound
implications for our struggle. It hinted at the extent to which our movement has and is repressed by the
reactionary govemment. An ideal opportunity existed for the movement as a whole to put our so-called
"elected leaders" of the black bourgeoisie against the wall. But the movement never seized tle opportunity
presented. No consistent widespread call was put to black politicians to conduct a unilateml investigation
into thc government repression of the black liberation struggle, and into political espionage against the black
movement. Such a demand could have reveal:d glaring repression (and thercby weaken the mental residual
belief in our oppressors "fair" system) or as was more likely, the real impotency of our black elected officials
would have been clearly revealed (thereby weakening the confidence in bourgeois electoral politics to effect
change). Of coume no such widespread call was made, and thercfore no such result. It is this lack of practical
class struegle that inhibits thc growth of the mass front. The black bouryeoisie ftust be put into objective
conditions that can benefit our struggle. or enhance the peoples awareness as to what they are truly about.
Only in this was can those progressive clements within their ranks come to the fore.

Thc majodty of black people are workers and as such suffer all the exploitation of the working class
in a capitalist socjety. ln addition to this. however! black worke$ suffer the vicious effect of institutionalized
racism. Black workem are the lowest paid, the most marginally employed, and the most economically insecure.
The impact of technology will further erode the employability of the black worker, for in the majority of
cases the educational background of black workers are lower than thei white counterparts. Education for
blacks has always been another method of programming black people into the lowest strata of capitalist society,
insuring gcnerations of exploitable and marginal labor.

We view the black working class as the basis for the success of our struggle, not because ofits political
consciousness (which is still very low) and not because of its class nature (more disciplined, industrious) but
because of its sheer numbers and because of its economic role in the black community. We do not think that
black workers relationship to the productive lorces of this society is essentially different from any other class
of blacks due to racism. Although there are some differences there seem to be no essential differences. Black
folks in total suffer the same relationship to capitalist productive forces, some mole so than others, but all
essentially tho same.

Just as we have made a distinction between the purely economic definition of the lumpen and the
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:::::-::.:-:::r:i1:oil oi Ihe lumpen. we are forced to make a sinrilar distinction bctwecn bourgcois

:::::-::i::i (ortrng clrss rttitudes. All thosc whomustwork re workcrs. l)utall workcrs are not of
: : ; a:ir:- .liss. Suah as policc and prison 8uards who scrva a rcactionary class [Lrnclion. or those that
. ::\. !.r nJrn13in th. uppcr middlc class behavioral Plttcrns ind attitudcs.

We therefore define the working class (and bourgeoisie) not solely on their economic relationship to
rhe productive forces, but also on how they view themselves and society and behave as a rcsult. Thus the

black bourgeoisie is a sham bourgeoisie for it has no real economic base (in comparison to white capital)
but its attitudes are real and strongly affect their class character. The black working class has the economical

basis of a working class, but many of them have the mentality of the sham bourgeoisie, which effects their
social rcsponse to certain class ideas. Thus you have a black family that can barely make ends meet with all
the ideas of the black bourgeoisie, "putting their daughter through school-society", attending "cocktail sips"'
eac- Nonetheless we perceive the black working class as the socio-cconomical basis of black liberation. The

black working class, like any other unconscious working class has no revolutionary identity at best, no con-

sciousness of itself as a revolutionary class. To move the encmy is to move the working class, for the enemy

is the factor that determines our relationship to each other. This can only be done througl active struggle on

all fronts, it is the sum total of this process that btings about rcvolutionary conditions, not the parts in and

by themselves.

We can then say that the leadership of the black liberation struggle will come from the most advanced

elements within each class of the black population, and because of the objective conditions certain classes will
gravitate toward patticular fronts of struggle more so than others, and it is on these particular fronts of struggle

that leadership will be developed, culminating in some form of collectivd leadership for the entire movement
(as conditions dictate such unity for mutual survival). We already see this trcnd in the movement today. How_

ever, the basis of the movement will increasingly depend on the black working classes ability to perceive the

nature of capitalism, racism, and the politics of these twin evils as they rclate to our survival as a people. The
primary factor in developing such a consciousness is the enemy, his increasing crisis, and social reaction to his
dilemma. Therefore we must increase his problems a thousandfold, while building our capacity to struggle.
Yet we do not see the black bourgeoisie as the primary class leadiDg the masses of black people into a higher

de$ee of revolutionary consciousness. Expeticnce has taught us that the black bourgeoisie as a class has certain
ideological tendencies. It is these tendencies if not curbed, that limit the revolutionary potential of this class

of blacks. The era of civil rights, has shown us that any thrust of our liberation struggle primarily led by this
class will never exceed the bourgeois goals of the class itself. Such being the case, the racist ruling citcles have

always found it more "acceptable" to concede to black bouBeois demands and thereby diffilse any revolu_

tionary movement among the masses of blacks who are not yet conscious of their tevolutionary potential.

The mcist oppressor has a natural ally in the black bourgeoisie, because this class above all is the most
opportunist.

We still hold fast to the premise that the black bourgeoisic in the U.S. is essentially a colonial type
bourgeoisie, that at one moment supports the legitimate aspirations of the "colony"(for its our bouryeois
ends) and at other moments opposes these aspirations when their bourgeois leadership position is threatened
The history of the relormist civil rights phase of the black liberation struggle proves this beyond a doubt.
Recognition of these tendencie; in this class of blacks should not deter the revolutionary segment of the
movement from requiring of the black bourgeoisie certain responsibilities, namely. that it is still their duty
to build a movement that will lead in the ultimate destruction of the capitalist state and self-determination
for black people lor only under these conditions will our survival as a people (a free people) manifest itself.

Considering ourjust given overview of the classes, and class naturc of the black liberation struggle,
we contend that if the black working class is the basis for our struegle succeeding, and that each of the primary

categories of the black population will assume somc leadership responsibilities in leading the struggle, the
primary category of blacks that will constitute the dynamic revolutionary leadership of the movement will
be the black students, and youth as well as those young black adults who have acquired the basics of professional

training but have refused to continue in the same natow vein as their parents. The crucial element in devel_

oping this dynamic potential is the training of this segment of the black population. Our youth, students and
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Ii th. nalure oI the crisis of the system of oppression is protracted, that is, drawn out over a
j.rsi,lrr.]bl. p.riod of time. then our st ggie to defeat this exploitive system and acqllire self-dctermination
:.i ri:o oa a prolracaed nature. Buy why a protracted war'l

$ HAT IS PROTRACTED WAR IN THE BLACK LIBERATION STRUGGLE?

The very reality of black people's experience in North America proves that we are, and have been,
in a state of undeclared war. This is a difficult realization for many to make, especially those who still have
their minds in pawn to the great Ame.ican delusion, but olten the truth is harsh in its naked form. The
nature of this war assumes many different guises, sometimes overtly violent, sometimes economically rest ctive
and still other times socially repressive. If we bear in mind that the modern wars of U.S. imperialism waged
against third world peoplc hrve not all been completely military campaigns, but have also inciuded social
pacification programs, economic aid to reactionary rcgimes. political-police extermination of Iegitimate oppo-
sition and the Iikc. then it should not be too hard for us to rcalize that in its policies against blacks. poor
pcople, and other national mirorities the U.S. government is wagirlg an undeclarcd war. The primary aspects
of this undeclared war are class rcprcssion. and casualties carl be counted on both the welfare-unempioyment
rolls. and the statistics of murdlrred black youth and prison-crime reports.

Of couAe the post Vietnam revelations ofgovernment deception told black people nothing "new"
about the ruling class institutions of American society. But it revealed these institutions for what they ate,
for the first time America could see what was peryetrated in their name. This was/is most uncomfortable,
for white America cherishes its self-deceptions of fighteousness and democracy. With the eroding of thcsc
self-delusions, our position as a national minority has become increasingly endangered. There is the foul
odor of reactionary "Americanism" in the air, fanned and blown into the confused faces of white America
by a ruling class beset with all manner of economic, political, and social ills which demand attention. (The
landslide victory of Nixon in '72 was an endorsement, conscious or unconscious, of white America's deep-seated
reactionary nature and confusion as manifested in the Nixonian doctrine.)

The onslaught of domestic rcpression, social programs of class rcpression, and "law and order" are
upon us xll now. We must build the means to combat these programs of the enemy, or our very survival will
be severcly in question. So when we say a state ofundeclared war exists, we mean a domestic war, an
economic. a military, and a political war. We therefore must fight this war on all fronts.

The strategy of protracted wa. is suited to our objective circumstances. The oppressor is strong while
we are weak. But his strength is not absolute, is not without its limitations. These limitations are to be found
within his seeming strcngth. For purcly military reasons we will not go into them all, but the immense size
and urban centralization of the economic strengths of our oppressor make him vulnerable, his intensified dif-
ficulties on the economic and social levels make him tactically vulnerable, the erosion of his react;onary
political face make him politically vulnerabie, and subject to social dysfunction. In addition, the exploitive
relationships of capital are approaching their limitations, while we are progressive and as of yet have not
rcached our lull potential. For these reasons and many, protracted struggle is a corrcct stmtegic line. We
must rcfuse to fight decisive battles on the military level, while striving to increase our potential to harm
ruling class interests. We must organize on the mass level along these same principles: rcfusing to fight
battles that cannot be won, while constantly engaging in those that will build the confidence of our people.
This does not mean an abdication of responsibility to raise the level of consciousness of our people by
engaging in struggles that will only "enlighten" them, it merely means that each tactical struggle around
particular issues must have a specific and concrete goal that can be won.

(lzl)

This undeclarcd war has masked itself as "domestic reform". "law and order". and "a rcturn to
traditional American values" a la Nixonian dictriue. The ending of overt U.S. military involvement in
Vietnlm has led to an increasirgly reactionaiy stance on the part of the majority of white Americans. The
vile and deceitful nature of America's institutions were rcvealed glaringly by the Vietnam impe alist venture.
and has cast many into the pit ofuncertainty.



Protracted struggle is the method of struEgle that shuns b nging conllict to one decisive showdown.
IDstead it seeks to wear down the enemy, force him to utilize all of his manpower without securing a decisive

victory. while the revolutionary forces increase their strength and raise peoples awareness in the process.

Protracted struggle aims at increasing the social burdens upon the oppressor, while these same burdens are

the catrlyst fbr the masses oryanizing themselves. In short, ptotracted struggle is the process by which the
cDemy is weakcncd, demoralized, and made politically bankrupt, untjl our relationship to his strength is

tipped in our obicctive favor.

We maintain that on the military level, urban guerilla war, based on the strategic principles of
protracted slruggle can succeed in its aim of increasing the c sis of the capitalist system of oppression
And thdt urban guerilla struggle serves as a dialectical and necessary element in the fight for national
black sell-dete.mination. without which we will be def'eated.
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REVOLUTIONARY INTERNATIONALISM AND PAN.AFRICANISM

As we hilve stated carlier, the black liberation struggle is a revolutionary struggle because it cannot
succocd withoLrt thc total rc-rltcrxtion of the whole of American capitalist society. In the linal analysis.
black national self-dctcflrination means destruction ol the whole of capitalist relationships. Th;sisthe
rcvolutionary aspect of our struggle. But if revolutionary natioralism implies the destruction of capitalism
on thc Dationirl levcl it must aiso bc applied inte.lutionally. Revoiutionary nationalism on the inter-
national level is antiimperialist internationalism. This means, that it is impossible to be a rcal revolutionxry
nationalist without being at the same time irnti-U.S. impcrialist.

Imperialism is rhe Iinal stage of over-developed capitalism. It is the international control of
monopoly-corporate capital over the economic, social, and political iives of over half the world's people.
lmperialism is also the cxtension of the capitalist ruling classes political control on the international level.
which has called iDto existence the organization of neo-colonial rclationships with the national bourgeoisie
of former colonies. Nco-colonialism then is the highest stage of imperialism, for it substitutes the faces of
the oppressor whjle maintaining the exploitive relationship of impe alism. Because imperialism is inter-
nxtional in scope. the fight agaiDst it must be intemational also. For until all people affected by it are free,
no one will be free. Capitalism must be destroyed whercver it exists and we must mlrtually support each
others stru&gles against it.

To relate Prn-Africanism to the realities of the world today, we must never lose sight of the true
nature of imperialism and its number one exponent, U.S. imperialism. Pan-Africanism that does not deal with
neo-colonialist lackeys, but instead obscures the exploitive policies ol these lackeys for the sake of blackness.
is nothing more than bourgeoisie nationalism taken to the international level- A Pan-Africanism that does
not support the struggles of other third world peoples against rcactionary imperialist control, is not true revo-
lutionary internationalism, and hence narrow cultural nationalism on the intemational level. [n order for Pan-
Africanism to be truly progressive, it must not only advocate the necessity for black international unity
against racism, it must put racism in its true perspective. It must also advocate black rnd third world unity
ilgainst imperialism and neo-colonialism everywhere. Which means internal solidadty among national minorities
within the confines of the U.S. A Pan-Africanism that does not clarify to black people the economic basis
for all national oppression cannot possibly explain the very fact that there are black governments that exploit
and assist in the oppression of black people, and therefore will be unable to deal with the dialectics of racism
correctly. It is the duty, therefore, of Pan-Africanism to clarjfy and explain to black people exactly who the
cnemy is. The enemy is international capitalism, imperialism, and neo-coionialism and all those in league with
thcsc reactionary forces on the world scene.

The question of which road against racism and imperialism for the black liberation movement here in
the U.S. is a question that has been kicked around by everyone frcm doctrinire narrow black nationalist to
the most reformist minded "black intellectuals." Although it is not our intention to answer this question in
its entirety, it is our intention to make the following points:

1. Whatever the ideological differences within the liberation movement here in the U.S., our
movement must persuade those countries that are black and truly anti-impedalist to take
a principled stand on the issue ol political fugitives from the shores of the U.S.A.

2. That the nature of imperialism aDd racism requircs of all those that oppose these twin
evils the utmost in mutual support short of actual interference within the national
struggle of a particular people.

In respect to point number one, it should be obvious to all elements of the black liberation movement
that things will get worse before they can possibly get better. The crisis of the capitalist system, increased
domestic reaction, and other factors indicate that black people will feel the ramifications of contradictions
morc so than any other class or group in this country. We can no Ionger sit by and rationalise the fact of the
repressive apparatus of the ruling classes arrayed against our struggle. It would be inco ect fo. any respon-
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ia. movefienr activist to not prepare for eventualities that the struggle for liberation may be coniionted with.

we all must consider that any intensification of our struggle will lead to an increase of rcpression.
fhis ilould not be fearcd as thc pseudo-revolutionaries would have us do. Instead we should see any intensi-
fErion of repression as a necessary result ofour increased efforts toward full freedom and prepare for it-
Es.Eaial to such preparation is the establishment of principles of political sanctuary beyond the shores of
6e imperialisr U.S.

we cannot but note that a real friend does not turn you away from his door in times of danger. and
jun as those independent and progressive nations of Africa principly support and give sanctuary to the freedom
atirters of Africa, it is equally as principled that the movement for black liberation within the U.S. be
lpported in a likc fashion- Every goup, every organization in the struggle for self-determination. should put
rtis request high on the agenda of tasks to be dcalt with. Our movement as a whole should make the

trrncipled stand that our right to struggle, and the mutual obligation to support all anti-imperialist movements
* more than mere rhetoric. and as such we as a movement should be supported on the international level.

The second point deals with the basis for ollr contention that sllpport is necessary, for without a unity
in .Ifort world wide imperialism will not be defeated. nor iacism eradicated.

It is thc intemational web of U.S. impe alism, its profound effect on the lives of the worlds people
that puts our struggle in such a crucial strategic position. International support should be based on this
strategic premise, for if self-determination is a legitimate Boal of our struggle it will ultimately become an
international question. As a movement we will be unable to create the principled intemational support
necessary if we do not speak as one voice. Thus the pdnciple of a National Front has clear intemational
implications and is conducive in creating a unity in effort on the international level. To create the type of
solidarity needed we should emphasize practical approaches. Sanctuary for our movement's activists is a
practical approach that can develop into the establishment of a permanent strategic headquarters abroad, out
of rhe immediate reach of the enemy, and able to give strategic guidance to the movement during heightened
repression. There arc other such practical approaches already in motion.

It is incorect for those involved in the struggle to attend intemational conferences without putting
the question of practical and principled support of our movement on the agenda, this every organization
shouid at least agree with in pdnciple. ln terms of inte.national solidarity, the same principle holds t e for
other progressive nations that also holds true for us. We rely primarily on our own resources but we do not
refuse revolutionary aid offered in the spirit of solidarity. Our principle of self-reliance is not compromised
as a result of secking concrete international support, it is enhanced by its revolutionary nature.

We find it absurd that many brotheas and sisters can support the armed struggles in Africa and not
support the armed front at home. This is adopting the posture of solidarity with the essential spirit and
revolutionary substance. It comes as no surprise then that progessive struggles do not support our movement
as they should, how can they when we ourselves do not support our own? In the final analysis true revolutionary
intemationalism begins at home. It begins with basic principles of revolutionary shuggle.

In summation, then the Black Liberation Movement must move forward into the international arena
with clear revolutionary politics instead of "community-oriented perspectives" devoid of broad and far-reaching
understanding. Revolutionary nationalism is and must be revolutionary internationalism, Pan-Africanism if
it is to be revolutionary must express not only international black solidarity, but revolutionary solidarity with
all oppressed pcoples struggles against U.S. imperialism.
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We are opposed to unprincipled class collaboration in oru struggle for liberation. Ior unprincipled
clirss collaboration can only weaken and dilute our struggle. On the other hand we uphold thc principle of
nity based on slruggle around issues that relate to our peoples revolutionary development. The principle

of unity on strugglc does not remove our ght to prinoipled criticism of reactionary ideas ar)d struggle with
iDcorroct views.

The qucslioD of Black-White alliances is both a tactical and stutegic question of policy, that can
only bc answercd by given objective conditions and not by emotional reflex. Many brothers and sisters
think that under ,ro circumstances should we fis black people entcr into alliances with whites. These
comrades consistently confusc alliance with bourgeois integration, or they maintain that all whites are o!r
encmy, and thercfore to have any alliance with whites can only lead to co-optation of our forces. Still
othcr arguments nraintain that in Black-White alliances we will be "fronted off" and used for whites own
bcno,it. Somc lrgue these vicws ideologically, in that they believe that a method. ideological system, if
invented by whites cfl1not be adapted to. modified and developed to sewe black folks. Itisagoodthing
Mao, Ho Chi Minh. Amilcar Cabral, Kim Il Sung and a host of odlcr revolutionaries who led successful
struggles did not lhink with such blinders.

The root cause of such incorrect viev/s of alliances with whites is "fear" and lack ol confidence in
the forces that we ourselves build. We as a people are not at all used to dealing with white folks from a

position of powcr and we fcar that we will be manipulated against our will. Another contributing factor
in crcating our narrow perspectives is the fact that becausc we lack a clear understanding of class struggle
wc are unable to sec the rcaldilferences that exist among whites themselves, and are unable to exploit thesc
differences for our own struggle. Nothing is absolute, including white folks and their alleged unity. To
persist in the incorrect view that whites are all embracinS in their unity among other whites is a stupid and
childish myth that we have as a people. lt is a confusion an oppressed people make when confronted with a

seemingly all powcrful system of oppression. We have confused the appearancc of the system with its sub-
stance. ln capitalist society olass struggle, inter-group antagonism, ethnocentric divisions, are all at the basis
of such a system. Competition is the order of the day, and class unity, group unity, are all transitory,
subject to change at any given moment. Thehisto cal fact that out of such conflict racism has evolved as

as culturally typical of all of white society, should not obscure the real differcnces among whites based on
cconomic. social, and political position. We combat racism with revolutionary nationalism and a Black
revolutionary united front. not with .eactionary nationalism and racism. We combat economic exploitation
with tcvolutionary class struggle waged against the capitalist class and thei flunkies. These are the methods
the movenient should employ. revolutionary nationalism secures in our own hands our movement for self-
determination, and thus combats the historical dynamic of white racism, while rcvolutionary class strlggle
allows us to defeat our class oppressor and enter into alliances beneficial to us.

Revolutionary struggle is a process, and like all things go through stages o[ developftent, setbacks,
and periods of dormancy, at one point uniting seemingly contradictory elemcnts, and at another eliminating
these elements. The principles of united fronts, principled alliances, are basic recognition of this dialectical
process of social change. Alliances based on revolutionary class consciousness and around our national
interest as a people can never be "integration". Inte$ation is a class collaboration of an unprincipled and
reactionary nature, for it is based primarily on racial considerations, whereas alliances based on the rcvolutionary
considerations of our struggle must be pdncipled ones, its principle characteristic being our own working class
interest as a people.

Does this mean Black-White worker solidarity at ary cost? Black-White worker solidarity cannot be
attained at any cost, but at a particular cost. We do not agrce with white leftist revisionists that Black and
White workers share the same intercst because they are both workers. While this may be true on a tactical
level (specific struggles around certain issues) it is not true on a strategic level. Strategically speaking (long
range) the Black workers ultimate goal is the same as the masses of blacks, which is toward national self-
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krol]tation as a people, the creation of a socialist state, or Black nation places different rcquirements
c 6. BLack worker our move is for autonomy our working must not exist for any other state but our
€n- *'h€reas. the white worker has an historical obligation to create his own socialist relationships. The
dnl..l. and social dynamics of racism mandates this distinction if we are not to fall victim to powerlessness

i tlE future when capitalist relations are abolished. National sclf-determination is therefore a necessary

-! 
for boah blacks and whites in creating new human beings able to relate to each other. Thus Black

rql.r-Whitc worker solidarity can only be a tactical policy not a complete strategy having as its end one
SciJist entity as the revisionists would have us believe. Recognition of our dght to national self-determin-
rrio.r is not compromised when we clearly understand our tasks as a movement. Both the establishment of
. Black revolutionary Nation based on socialist relations, and overthrowing the present capitalist system and
.sublishment of a predominantly white workers state rre complcmentary struggles. and as such there will be
t ctical unity around issues that effect both black and white workers. This is not integration.

On thc armed front solidarity is based upon .evolutionary action. We rccognize the legitimacy of all
Br'olutionary violence against the capitalist corporate state, its ruling classes, and its institutions. Militarily
Teaking, clandestinc alliunces between differcnt revolutionary armed formations is a matter of coordinating
!'ommand first. Until such time as the arfted front develops its lcgistical machinery in depth such coordination
ofcommand is unlikely. But for the BIack Iiberation movement. its armed front, and its entire clandestine net
rork. there is no hang up concerning ideological, or military control of our struggle by whites. Organized
.rmed stnrggle has freed us of this fear so typical on the mass front. Our formations arc Black led. controllcd,
.nd organized to win our fighl for liberation.

The Blaok liberation movement must be a principled and revolutionary movement, or it will be unable
lo lead our strulgle for freedom forward to final victory. The question of Black-White alliance is not a question
ofshould we form such alliances, but a question of when and with whom. To consider any tactical alliances
that are in our own best interests, and that strengthen our struggles position as "integrationist" is thereforc an
incorect view. To ally oneself with something is not to necessarily bring that thing into your ranks and give it
control over your political policy. We refute all ideas that confuse pdncipled revolutionary unity with unprin-
opled class collabolation.

In closing it is clear that there is still much to be learned, and our movement will surely encounter
difficulties and setbacks in the coming years. We must prepare ourselves, our people, and our ideas for the
long and difficult road ahead- Our preparation must be thorough and complete, for our very existence will
deperd on how well we prepare on all lronts of the struggle. We are in the turbulant years, the hard years.

Black people and oppressed peoples throughout the world are entering the season of struggle.

THE SOONER BEGUN. THE SOONER DONEI
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